
Tournament Meeting Held At The Ridges

Dave Murgatroyd provided the setting for the 1996
WGCSA tournament held on September 9. The pressure
to host a meeting for your peers obviously doesn't bother
Dave; this was his ninth WGCSA meeting. The course
was in tournament condition, requiring deadly accurate
golf shots. The Ridges is a true test of nerves and skill, a
great place to prove claim to be The Champ. The results
of the tournament are as follows:
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Following golf and dinner Bob Vavrek presented his
short version of 1996 "Year In Review". He briefly dis-
cussed some of the comments he has heard about the
"easy season" we have had. Bob then presented some
slides showing the contrary, noting the many courses that
had severe winter damage and hadn't recovered yet by
August. Bob then addressed tree planting and its relation-
ship to original design. Many examples were given show-
ing the importance of placement which is sometimes over-
looked. An expanded version of this topic will be present-
ed at the Wisconsin Golf Turf Symposium on October 29
and 30.~

A Sound Investment
The Ransomes" All..Electric E..Plex' Generates Income From Earlier Tee Times

Invest in the electric E-Plex'" greens mower and it

will quietly make money for you. Because the

E-Plex is virtually noise free, you can mow at the

crack of dawn, allowing for earlier tee times. The

extra income from additional rounds will pay for

the E-Plex in no time. And, for ongoing savings,

maintenance and operational costs for the electric
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Earlier tee times mean more rounds and more revenue!

EXlllnple: 4 tee times x 4 players = 16 additional rounds each day.
.=!' Additional Greens Fees Additional Revenue

Rounds Per Day Per Player Per Day

$40
$60
$80

16 $640
$960

$1,280

E-Plex are significantly less

than for conventional mowers.

Add the economic benefits

to the highest quality of

cut, superior

performance

and the elimina-

tion of damage from

hydraulic leaks, and your E-Plex isn't just a greens

mower, it's a sound investment.

Call today for your
free demonstration.
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RANSOIVIES

Divide the unit cost of the E-Plex by the extra daily revenue
to determine the payback period.

Driven to be the best
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